TROPHY AND AWARDS LIST 2020

Below is a list of the Trophy and Awards for which your Locale and/or Grande can compete. Report forms are online at www.fortyandeight.org under the La Femmes Tab and then Trophy and Awards. If you cannot get your forms from the website, mark the line next to the report form/s you need and mail this page back to Cabane Nationale by April 1, 2020.

These reports must be filled out and **SIGNED** by the La Presidente and La Correspondante of your Locale (for Locale Awards) or La Grande Presidente and La Grande Correspondante (for Grande Awards).

Be sure your reports are “ATTESTED” with an actual signature (not printed or typewritten signatures) and that you mail them to the proper Committee Chairman as listed at the bottom of each report/entry form. **DO NOT MAIL REPORTS TO CABANE NATIONALE**

**GRANDE AWARDS**
- DEBBIE DOUGLASS NEW MEMBER
- JOYCE WISEMAN POW/MIA
- FAY COOK FOUNDERS (FOR MOST NEW CABANES)
- IRENE PUCKETT LESTER TOTAL ALL PROGRAMS
- ESTHER O’KANE CARVILLE STAR

**LOCALE AWARDS – NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENT**
- KAY WESNER CARVILLE STAR
- HELEN PAYNE AMERICANISM
- TONI HARRISON AWARD NEW MEMBERS

**20 MEMBERS OR LESS – LOCALE AWARDS**
- MARJORIE COYKENDALL NURSES TRAINING
- DOROTHY THOMPSON CHILD WELFARE
- ETHELLYNN NEVILLE CARVILLE STAR
- GLADYS EVERROAD AID TO THE VOITURE
- MARILYN ROWLEY NATIONALE YOUTH SPORTS

**21 MEMBERS OR MORE – LOCALE AWARDS**
- PRESIDENTS’ NATIONALE PASSE NURSES TRAINING
- MARY MAGURNO CHILD WELFARE
- SANDY WOOD CARVILLE STAR
- GAIL DAVIS AID TO THE VOITURE
- AUDREY O’KEEFE YOUTH SPORTS

**DAME OF THE YEAR - ALL LOCALES AND GRANDES**
- SHARON SCHULTE DAME OF THE YEAR

Please send the forms I have marked to:

Name:__________________________________________  CABANE #____________________
Address:__________________________________________  STATE:_____________________
City/State/Zip:________________________________________
